
Nov. 5, 2021 
 
To: Planning, Zoning and Affordable Housing Committee 
 
I am writing to express a number of concerns about the proposed rezoning of 791 & 795 Revilo Place and 2931 
Phipps Road from R2 toCC1, which would permit the construction of a 6‐storey “high‐density development that must 
include a residential component as the primary use within a building”.   
My concerns include the following: 
 
1)Traffic:  
Revilo Place is a small, No Through Road, so with all the extra traffic resulted from the new 6 stories development 
what considerations are given to consider keeping disruption, detours and noise to a minimum, and make the road 
traffic safe for all neighbourhood traffic?  
 
On Revilo Place: 
The significant amount of vehicle traffic that a CC1‐zoned property will add to Revilo Place will only increase traffic 
flow on the street, and with the safety concern ofvehicles speeding north on Phipps Road, could result in an 
increased risk of motor vehicle collisions. 
 
On Phipps: before the BC Transit moved its end of the line to Station, the corner of Phipps Road was closed by a 
roadblock. If the municipality was considering that traffic was to be avoided at the corner of Phipps Road at Revilo 
Place a short time ago (what was the rationale) what makes it safe now to allow for a high density construction 
generating a daily  high volume traffic coming off Revilo Place to turn onto traffic in the spot with the minimum 
visibility and maximum risk ( at the top of the hill on Phipps Road obstructing visibility)  
 
2)Parking 
Create enough parking space sufficient off road parking when building the new development.  
With current traffic and visitor volume, street parking is challenging, often blocking driveways and creating 
inaccessibility issues for home owners. With additional traffic resulted from the permitted uses of a CC1‐zoned 
property, these situations are inevitable.  
Reduce the new building size to 3 stories to align with the existing MU1 townhomes built,and ensure the developer 
has sufficient parking spots for all residents and their guests. 
 
3) Green space 
Properties 791 & 795 Revilo Place and 2931 Phipps Road are home to old evergreen trees that are going to be 
removed by the new development. These trees provide a home to a variety of birds including but not limited to Owls, 
Bald Eagles, and Ravens and are a natural barrier between the current residences and the surrounding commercial 
places: Lowes, Walmart and Westshore Town.  
Allow for some green space on the Revilo Place sideby building a 1‐3 stories aligning with the two existing MU1 
zoned townhouse developments which will make possible the integration of some or all of the existing trees in their 
design to keep the native Owls, Bald Eagles and Ravens, along with the creation of new green space. 
 
4) Architectural appeal 
Ensure architecture and esthetics blend in with the neighbouring properties to appeal rather than oppose the current 
general appeal of the appearance of the homes and townhomes. Allow for the construction of a 1‐3 stories building or 
a townhomes complex aligning with the two existing MU1 zoned townhouse. 
 
In conclusion, I, as everyone else I'm aware of the of the need for maximizing the limited land available for urban 
development. However we have to keep in mind all of impact a building of this size has on the immediate area. 
Not every type of building fits every location. Please take in consideration the fact that we are part of the 
neighborhood, and our concerns should matter.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
Gabriel Andrei 
794 Revilo Place  
Langford BC  
V8B 0A8 
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